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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a power allocation scheme for the downlink of a two-cell two-user joint transmission system. The objective is to maximize the sum rate under per-cell power constraints. We study a worst case scenario where the carrier phases between the two base stations are un-synchronized, so that joint transmission must be performed without precoding. The derived power allocation scheme is remarkably simple, i.e., each cell transmits with full power to only one user. Note that joint transmission is still possible, when two cells select the same user for data transmission. Moreover, we prove that, in this scenario, the joint transmission case happens with higher probability when the maximum transmit power is high, or the two users are in the overlapped cell-edge area.

Index Terms—Power allocation, joint transmission, coordinated multi-point (CoMP), imperfect synchronization

I. INTRODUCTION

Transmit power allocation is an effective way for increasing the sum rate of wireless communication systems. It has been proved in [1] that water-filling power allocation is optimal when maximizing the sum rate under a sum power constraint, assuming different data signals are transmitted through orthogonal channels. Considering a broadcast channel that allows different user data to share the same channel, the optimal solution is then achieved by assigning the total power to the only one user with the best channel gain, namely greedy power allocation (GPA) [2]. Due to the neglecting of interference and the sum power constraint, the results in [1], [2] are not readily applicable for a two-cell power allocation analysis. By assuming per-cell power constraints, it has been proved in [3] that the maximum sum rate for a two-cell system is achieved by binary power control (BPC), i.e., each cell either transmits with full power or does not transmit. However, the formulation of the optimization problem in [3] is restricted to the condition that only one user can be served in each cell at a time slot.

Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) joint transmission has been considered as a promising technique to increase the sum rate and cell-edge performance. If both user data and channel state information (CSI) are shared by coordinated base stations (BSs), multiple BSs can jointly provide data transmission to a user and thereby improve the received signal quality. Major setbacks of CoMP joint transmission are, however, the large CSI feedback overhead, the capacity and latency constraints of backhaul links, and the imperfect synchronization between coordinated BSs [4]. A tradeoff between the system performance and the required amount of CSI feedback and backhaul exchange has been pointed out [4], [5]. This tradeoff is one of the reasons for restricting the use of joint transmission to a limited number of cells of the system [6], [7]. In [6], considering a two-cell single user CoMP system, a joint water-filling power allocation (Jo-WF) is proved to be optimal for maximizing the capacity of a frequency-selective channel. Since different data are assumed to be transmitted through orthogonal channels, the interference does not exist, which simplifies the optimization problem in [6]. Taking interference into account, BPC is proved to be optimal for maximizing the sum rate with joint transmission [7]. However, similar to [3], it is restricted that at most one user is allowed to be served in each cell at a time slot.

In this paper, the power allocation problem is addressed for the downlink of a two-cell two-user joint transmission system, in a scenario where the carrier phases between two BSs are un-synchronized. As we motivate in Section II, in some applications phase noise and frequency drift will lead to that phase synchronization between BSs is very difficult to achieve. For such applications the studied scenario is the most realistic; for other applications, it can be considered as a worst-case scenario. The objective is to maximize the sum rate under per-cell power constraints. The optimal solution for this scenario is shown to be simple, i.e., each cell transmits with full power to only one user. Note that joint transmission is still possible, when two cells select the same user for data transmission. Moreover, we show that, dynamic switching between CoMP and Non-CoMP transmission, depending on the channel condition, is the optimal way under a per-cell power-limited condition for the considered scenario.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the downlink of a two-cell two-user CoMP system, where data symbols of the two users are jointly transmitted from the two cells at the same time using the same spectral resource (see Figure 1). In principle, if infinite cooperation between the two cells is enabled, the scenario is effectively a network MIMO broadcast channel, where all communication links (including the interfering ones) are exploited to coherently transmit user data via joint precoding [4]. However, from a practical point of view, a big challenge for the real-world implementation of CoMP joint transmission is the issue of synchronization between coordinated BSs. The carrier phases between coordinated BSs are difficult to be synchronized mainly due to the effect of carrier frequency offset, or/and phase noise from local oscillators in each BS [8], [9]. BSs with un-synchronized oscillators will result in independent time-continuous phase shifts imposed on the links between BSs and UEs. Here, we study a worst case scenario where the phase shift of each link (arising from the oscillator)
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Figure 1. The downlink of a two-cell two-user CoMP system. $\alpha, \beta$ denotes the transmit signal power $\alpha$ and the interference power $\beta$ on each link.

The power allocation across users in cell $\text{x}$ to user $m$ is assumed to be constant over one time slot, with $i = 1, 2$ and $m = 1, 2$. Let $\theta_{im}$ denote the phase shift imposed on $h_{im}$, which varies over this time slot with $(\theta_{im} - \theta_{jk}) \sim U(-\pi, \pi)$, for any $(i, m) \neq (j, k)$. The data symbols, denoted by $x_1$ and $x_2$, are jointly transmitted from both cells to UE 1 and UE 2 respectively, without precoding. The power allocation across users in cell $i$ is defined by $\mathbf{P}_i = [P_{1i}, P_{2i}]$. Each link from cell $i$ to user $m$ contains both the desired data symbols $x_m$ with transmit power $P_{im}$ and the unwanted interference data symbols $x_k$ with power $P_{ik}$, $k \neq m$. Assume that $x_1$ and $x_2$ are independent Gaussian distributed random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Then, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of user $m$ can be written as:

$$\gamma_m = \frac{E_{\theta,x} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sqrt{P_{im}h_{im}} e^{j \theta_{im} x_m} \right)^2}{\sum_{i=1, k \neq m}^{2} \sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{im}G_{im} + \sigma^2} \quad (m = 1, 2, \text{where } G_{im} = |h_{im}|^2 \text{ and } \sigma^2 \text{ is the variance of the independent zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise. By treating interference as noise, the expected sum rate of the two users normalized by the bandwidth can be expressed as:}$$

$$R = \log_2 \left(1 + \gamma_1 \right) \left(1 + \gamma_2 \right). \quad (2)$$

III. OPTIMAL TRANSMIT POWER ALLOCATION

The objective is to find an optimal power allocation vector $\mathbf{P}_i^*$ for each cell $i$ that maximizes the sum rate $R$ subject to per-cell power constraints. Since the logarithm is a monotonically increasing function, the equivalent problem is

$$\max_{\mathbf{P}_1, \mathbf{P}_2} J(\mathbf{P}_1, \mathbf{P}_2) = \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{1i}G_{i1}}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{2i}G_{i1} + \sigma^2} \right) \times \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{2i}G_{i2}}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{1i}G_{i2} + \sigma^2} \right) \quad (3)$$

subject to $\sum_{m=1}^{2} P_{im} \leq P_{i,\max}$, $P_{im} \geq 0$, $i = 1, 2$.

Lemma 1. Let $\mathbf{P}_i^*$ be the optimal transmit power allocation vector, $i = 1, 2$. Then there is at least one cell index $i$, such that the power constraint for this cell is satisfied with equality.

Proof: Let $\mathcal{F}$ denote the feasible set of (3). Consider a pair of transmit power allocation vectors $[\mathbf{P}_1, \mathbf{P}_2] \in \mathcal{F}$ such that for each $i = 1, 2$, $\sum_{j=1}^{2} P_{im} < P_{i,\max}$. Then, it is possible to find a factor $\alpha$, with $\alpha = \min \left( \frac{P_{i,\max}}{\sum_{m=1}^{2} P_{im}} \right) > 1$, such that at least one of the per-cell power constraints is satisfied with equality, and

$$J(\alpha \mathbf{P}_1, \alpha \mathbf{P}_2) = \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{1i}G_{i1}}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{2i}G_{i1} + \sigma^2/\alpha} \right) \times \left(1 + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{2i}G_{i2}}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} P_{1i}G_{i2} + \sigma^2/\alpha} \right) \quad (4)$$

Thus, for any power allocation vector $[\mathbf{P}_1, \mathbf{P}_2]$ satisfying $\sum_{m=1}^{2} P_{im} < P_{i,\max}$, $i = 1, 2$, it is possible to find a power allocation vector $[\alpha \mathbf{P}_1, \alpha \mathbf{P}_2]$ that achieves a larger sum rate, when one of the per-cell power constraints is satisfied with equality, i.e., $\sum_{m=1}^{2} P_{im} = P_{i,\max}, i = 1 \text{ or } 2$.

Lemma 2. Let the power constraint for cell $i$ be satisfied with equality, $i = 1 \text{ or } 2$. Then cell $i$ transmits to only one user with its maximum transmit power.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that the power constraint for cell $1$ is satisfied with equality, i.e., $P_{11} = P_{1,\max}$. Thus, for any given feasible transmit power allocation vector $\mathbf{P}_2$ of cell $2$, the objective function in (3) can be simplified as a function of $P_{11}$

$$J(P_{11}) = \frac{P_{1,\max}G_{11} + (P_{21} + P_{22})G_{21} + \sigma^2}{(P_{1,\max} - P_{11})G_{21} + (P_{21} + P_{22})G_{21} + \sigma^2} \times \frac{P_{1,\max}G_{12} + (P_{21} + P_{22})G_{22} + \sigma^2}{P_{11}G_{12} + P_{21}G_{22} + \sigma^2} \quad (5)$$

where $A = (P_{1,\max}G_{11} + (P_{21} + P_{22})G_{21} + \sigma^2) \times (P_{1,\max}G_{12} + (P_{21} + P_{22})G_{22} + \sigma^2) / G_{11}G_{12} > 0$, $B = P_{1,\max} + (P_{22}G_{12} + \sigma^2) / G_{11} - (P_{21}G_{22} + \sigma^2) / G_{12}$, $C = (P_{1,\max}G_{11} + P_{22}G_{11} + \sigma^2) / G_{11}G_{12}$. Since $A > 0$ and independent of $P_{11}$, the solution of maximizing $J(P_{11})$ is the solution for minimizing $-P_{11}^2 + BP_{11} + C$. Note that $0 \leq P_{11} \leq P_{1,\max}$. If $B \leq 0$, $-P_{11}^2 + BP_{11} + C$ is a monotonically decreasing function of $P_{11}$. Else if $B \geq 0$ and independent of $P_{11}$, the solution of maximizing $J(P_{11})$ is obtained at the boundary point of $P_{11}$, i.e., 0 or $P_{1,\max}$. Since $P_{11} = P_{1,\max}$, the optimal transmit power allocation vector $\mathbf{P}_1^* = [P_{11}^*, P_{12}]$ for cell 1 is $[P_{1,\max}, 0]$ or $[0, P_{1,\max}]$. Note that $\mathbf{P}_1^*$ is optimal for any given feasible power allocation vector $\mathbf{P}_2$. Hence, $\mathbf{P}_1^*$ is the optimal solution for (3), given $P_{11} + P_{12} = P_{1,\max}$. Thus, cell 1 transmits to only one user with its maximum transmit power.
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Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, we present the following theorem for the optimal power allocation solution.

**Theorem 1.** For the two-cell two-user CoMP joint transmission case, considering a random uniform phase shift due to imperfect synchronization, the sum rate maximizing power allocation under per-cell power constraints is that each cell should transmit to only one user with its maximum transmit power. Mathematically, let $\Delta F_i$ denote two sets of the corner points of the feasible domain for cell $i$, with $\Delta F_i = \{[P_{i,\text{max}}, 0], [0, P_{i,\text{max}}]\}$, $i = 1, 2$. Then,

$$[P^*_1, P^*_2] = \arg \max_{P_1 \in \Delta F_1, P_2 \in \Delta F_2} J(P_1, P_2). \quad (6)$$

**Proof:** Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, at least one cell will transmit with full power to only one user. Without loss of generality, we assume that cell $1$ transmits with full power to user $1$, i.e., $P^*_1 = [P_{1,\text{max}}, 0]$. Then, (3) becomes

$$\max_{P_2} J(P_2) = \left(1 + \frac{P_{1,\text{max}}G_{11} + P_{21}G_{21}}{P_{22}G_{22} + \sigma^2}\right) \times \left(1 + \frac{P_{22}G_{22}}{P_{1,\text{max}}G_{12} + P_{22}G_{22} + \sigma^2}\right) \quad (7)$$

s.t. $P_{21} + P_{22} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}$, $P_{21} \geq 0$, $P_{22} \geq 0$.

In order to find $P^*_2$, similar to the one in [3], by calculating the derivative of $J(P_2)$ with respect to $P_{21}$, we have

$$f(P_2) = \frac{\partial J(P_2)}{\partial P_{21}} = \frac{D(P_{21} + E)^2 + F}{I}, \quad (8)$$

where

$$D = G_{21}G_{22} > 0,$$
$$E = (P_{1,\text{max}}G_{12} + \sigma^2)/G_{22} > 0,$$
$$F = P_{22}G_{22}G_{21}(P_{1,\text{max}}G_{12} + \sigma^2) - P_{22}G_{22}^2(P_{1,\text{max}}G_{11} + P_{22}G_{21} + \sigma^2),$$
$$I = (P_{1,\text{max}}G_{12} + P_{22}G_{21} + \sigma^2)^2(P_{22}G_{22} + \sigma^2) > 0.$$ 

Since $I > 0$, the solution of $f(P_2) = 0$ comes from the solution of $D(P_{21} + E)^2 + F = 0$. Note that $0 \leq P_{21} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}$. Hence, if $F \geq -DE^2$, $J(P_2)$ is an increasing function of $P_{21}$. Else if $F \leq -D(P_{2,\text{max}} + E)^2$, $J(P_2)$ is a decreasing function of $P_{21}$. Otherwise, $D(P_{21} + E)^2 + F$ has one zero for $P_{21}$ and changes from negative to positive when increasing $P_{21}$, i.e., there is a minimum point for $J(P_2)$.

In either case, the maximum value of $J(P_2)$ is obtained at the boundary point of $P_{21}$. Using the same method, the above analysis also holds for $P_{22}$. Hence, $P^*_2$ is found in the set of boundary points of the feasible domain, that is,

$$P^*_2 \in \{P_{21} + P_{22} = P_{2,\text{max}}, P_{21} \geq 0, P_{22} \geq 0\} \cup \{P_{21} = 0, 0 \leq P_{22} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}\} \cup \{P_{22} = 0, 0 \leq P_{21} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}\}. \quad (9)$$

If $P^*_{21} = 0$, the objective function in (7) becomes to maximize $J(P_{22})$ in the domain of $0 \leq P_{22} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}$, where the maximum value is obtained when $P^*_{22} = P_{2,\text{max}}$. Else if $P^*_{22} = 0$, $J(P_2)$ turns out to be a monotonically increasing function of $P_{21}$ in the domain of $0 \leq P_{21} \leq P_{2,\text{max}}$, with the optimal solution achieved by $P^*_{21} = P_{2,\text{max}}$. Otherwise, $P^*_{21} + P^*_{22} = P_{2,\text{max}}$ with $P_{21} \geq 0$, $P_{22} \geq 0$, and similar to Lemma 2, the solution of (7) is $P^*_2 = [P_{2,\text{max}}, 0]$ or $[0, P_{2,\text{max}}]$. In conclusion, assuming $P^*_1 = [P_{1,\text{max}}, 0]$, the optimal solution of (3) is found by $P^*_2 = [P_{2,\text{max}}, 0]$ or $[0, P_{2,\text{max}}].$

Due to the symmetry, we can conclude that the optimal solution for the considered worst case scenario is derived by (6). That is, depending on the noise and channel gains, each cell should transmit to only one user with its maximum transmit power. Note that joint transmission is still possible, when two cells select the same user for data transmission, e.g., $P^*_1 = [P_{1,\text{max}}, 0]$ and $P^*_2 = [P_{2,\text{max}}, 0]$.

**IV. JOINT TRANSMISSION ANALYSIS**

According to (6), the optimal power allocation falls into one of the following four cases:

1) Two cells jointly transmit data to user 1 with full power;
2) Two cells jointly transmit data to user 2 with full power;
3) Cell $i$ transmits data to user $i$ with full power, $i = 1, 2$;
4) Cell $i$ transmits data to user $m$ with full power, $i \neq m$, $i = 1, 2$ and $m = 1, 2$.

In this section, we address the following questions: *Under what kind of conditions will each case be the optimal solution? For what kind of system will joint transmission (case 1 and case 2) happen with high probability?*

Assume that the two cells have the same maximum power constraint, $P_{\text{max}}$. Let $R(n)$ denote the sum rate of case $n$, with $n = 1, 2, 3, 4$. Based on (2), we have

$$R(1) = \log_2 (1 + \beta(G_{11} + G_{21})),$$
$$R(2) = \log_2 (1 + \beta(G_{12} + G_{22})),$$
$$R(3) = \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{G_{11}}{G_{21} + 1/\beta}\right) \left(1 + \frac{-G_{22}}{G_{12} + 1/\beta}\right),$$
$$R(4) = \log_2 \left(1 + \frac{G_{21}}{G_{11} + 1/\beta}\right) \left(1 + \frac{G_{12}}{G_{22} + 1/\beta}\right),$$

where $\beta = P_{\text{max}}/\sigma^2$. Let $G(k)$ denote the feasible set of $R(k) = \max_n R(n)$, with $n = 1, 2, 3, 4$. Then, we have

$$G(1) = \{G_x > G_y, G_x > -c_2, G_y < c_1\},$$
$$G(2) = \{G_x < G_y, G_x < c_1, G_y > -c_2\},$$
$$G(3) = \{G_x > c_1, G_y > c_1\},$$
$$G(4) = \{G_x < -c_2, G_y < -c_2\}$$

where $G_x = G_{11} - G_{12}$, $G_y = G_{22} - G_{21}$, $c_1 = \beta G_{12} G_{21} > 0$, $c_2 = \beta G_{11} G_{22} > 0$. Hence, the first question can be answered by (10), which is illustrated in Figure 2(a).
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Note that $\mathcal{G}(1) \cup \mathcal{G}(2)$ is the joint transmission region, which increases with $c_1$ or $c_2$. Since $c_1$ and $c_2$ monotonically increase with $P_{\text{max}}$, the joint transmission region increases with $P_{\text{max}}$. On the other hand, assume that $P_{\text{max}}$ is fixed. Since $c_1 > 0$, the channel power gains in region $\mathcal{G}(3)$ should satisfy $G_{11} > G_{12}$ and $G_{22} > G_{21}$, i.e., user $i$ is closer to the BS of cell $i$, $i = 1, 2$. Let $d_i$ denote the distance between user $i$ to its closer BS. When the two users move from the cell-center areas towards the overlapped cell-edge area, i.e., $d_i$ increases, it would be general that $G_{11}$ and $G_{22}$ decrease while $G_{12}$ and $G_{21}$ increase, leading to $G_x$ and $G_y$ decreasing while $c_1$ increasing. Thus, according to (10), the region of $\mathcal{G}(4)$ decreases when $d_i$ increases. For the region of $\mathcal{G}(4)$, the channel power gains should satisfy $G_{11} < G_{12}$ and $G_{22} < G_{21}$. In this case, the closer BS of user $i$ is cell $j$, with $i \neq j$, $i = 1, 2$ and $j = 1, 2$. Similarly, we can prove that the region of $\mathcal{G}(4)$ decreases when $d_i$ increases. Since $\mathcal{G}(1) \cup \mathcal{G}(2)$ is the complement set of $\mathcal{G}(3) \cup \mathcal{G}(4)$, the joint transmission region increases with $d_i$. Thus, we can conclude that the joint transmission region increases when the transmit power increases, or when the two users move from cell-center areas towards the overlapped cell-edge area (see Figure 2).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed power allocation scheme is studied by Monte-Carlo simulation, over 10,000 independent realizations of users’ locations. Based on the system model described in Figure 1, we consider a two-cell two-user system with a radius of $R = 500$m in each cell. The path loss is $L(d) = 128.1 + 37.6\log_{10}(d)$ in dB. The shadowing standard deviation is 8dB, and the fast fading is Rayleigh distributed. The AWGN power is -105dBW. Assume that the two cells have the same maximum power constraint, $P_{\text{max}}$.

Figure 3 (a) shows that the joint transmission probability increases with $P_{\text{max}}$ when users are located in the overlapped cell-edge area. In Figure 3 (b), the joint transmission probability with different $d_i$ is plotted when $P_{\text{max}} = 20$W. Two users are dropped along the dashed line in Figure 1 symmetrically. We can see that the joint transmission probability increases with $d_i$, in agreement with the conclusion made in section IV.

Figure 4 shows the sum rate with different $P_{\text{max}}$ when users are located in the overlapped cell-edge area. Zero-forcing joint precoding (ZFJP) is shown as a benchmark assuming perfect synchronization [10]. Considering imperfect synchronization, the proposed power allocation scheme (proposed-PA) is compared with the equal power allocation (EPA), GPA [2], BPC [3], and Jo-WF [6]. The proposed-PA scheme achieves the best performance in the considered worst case scenario. Moreover, the crossing point in Figure 4 indicates that, when the transmit power is low, the Jo-WF scheme is superior to BPC by allowing joint transmission for one user. However, notice that interference is not taken into account in the Jo-WF scheme. Thus, when the transmit power is high (the interference becomes serious), BPC outperforms Jo-WF.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We address the downlink power allocation problem for a two-cell two-user joint transmission system, where syn-